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Action Tutoring: Executive Summary 

•  Action Tutoring helps borderline (formerly grade C/D) pupils from disadvantaged background achieve 
higher academic attainment in English and Maths by partnering them with volunteer tutors 

•  Since inception in 2011, AT has shown strong growth, reaching ~243 programmes in 2017-18 

•  The organisation has now set itself a target of growing at >20%p.a. over the next three years to reach 
~3,600 pupils (~2,100 today) through ~410 programmes 

•  The organisation will continue with its current subject and Working At Grade focus; it will expand equally 
across primary and secondary programmes, while looking to prove its impact at the primary level 

•  In terms of geography, the focus will be on cities outside London, given the greater attainment gap 
compared to London, while London will grow in order to continue cross-subsidising them 
-  AT will first build to capacity in current cities, and then focus on Newcastle, Bristol (bigger impact potential) and 

Birmingham (big market potential); it will also look to expand to Nottingham and potentially some satellite cities 

•  To achieve these outcomes Action Tutoring will make a number of changes to its model going forward: 
-  Increase the price charged for primary programmes in cities outside of London   
-  Optimise coordinator coverage in cities limiting the dis-economies of scale previously experienced outside London 
-  Launch revision days in larger cities to increase impact and utilise pockets of downtime during school holidays  

•  In addition, Action Tutoring will investigate a number of areas further through test and learn pilots:  
-  Improving tutor mix (50:50 split across students and other) after evaluating impact by tutor type 
-  Improving tutor retention through the funnel (especially from acceptance to sign up) 
-  Revisiting potential in corporate partnerships to diversify funding and recruit tutors  

•  High-level plan has been developed and has been committed to by the AT Board 
•  To achieve this scale, and based on growth to date, Action Tutoring will require ~£780K in grants (out 

of ~£1.4M total income), bringing it closer (54%) to its long-term goal of 50% income from grants  
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Action Tutoring make a meaningful difference in the lives 
of the pupils we work with  

• There is a 27% difference in academic attainment at GCSE between 
pupils eligible for free schools meals and other pupils 

• We aim to reduce this difference by working to improve academic 
attainment among pupils with socio-economic disadvantage  

• We do this by partnering them with high quality, trained volunteer 
tutors to increase their subject knowledge, confidence and study skills 

• Our work makes a difference – the pupils we work with outperform the 
average FSM attainment scores in all regions we operate in 

“We find evidence of positive and statistically significant impacts of 
the programme on GCSE point scores of ~2 points. This equates to one 
third of a letter grade.” 

National Institute of Economic and Social Research, March 2016 
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PRIORITIES/ENABLERS 

AMBITION 

HOW TO WIN WHERE TO PLAY 

Action Tutoring: Strategy on a Page  

•  Grow at >20% p.a. through to 2020-21 to reach ~3,600 pupils, ~410 programmes, backed by ~1,800 volunteers 
•  Develop a sustainable model with the aim of reducing grant funding requirement to ~55% of total income by 

2020-21, and a long-term target of 50% within 5 years  

•  Delivery model: Continue 1:1 / 1:2 in person tutoring, as 
the biggest impact is delivered by individual attention 

•  Operating model: Maintain Prog. Executive / Coordinator 
model and ensure we realise economies of scale as we grow 

•  Pricing: Price appropriately for impact, and reduce price  
disparities – accepting underlying schools funding pressure 

•  Volunteers: Shift volunteer recruitment focus to those that 
are more impactful and easier to retain (i.e. retired) 

•  Funding: Diversify sources of funding, and develop 
corporate partnerships that may include volunteers 

•  Governance: Put in place capacity, expertise, policies and 
metrics to ensure we scale our impact sustainably  

•  Geography: Scale and reach capacity in current cities, 
adding one new city over next three years 
-  Scale new programmes in London and Regions 1.5:1 
-  Prioritise Bristol, Birmingham and Newcastle for additional growth 
-  Expand into Nottingham, further new city growth via hub model 

•  Level: Work with Years 10 and 11 in secondary and Years 5 
and 6 in primary, growing at an equal rate in both 

•  Grade: Focus on delivering better impact for pupils at the 
borderline (formerly C/D), with more flexibility in primary 

•  Subject: Continue to tutor in English and Maths, as this 
drives the greatest impact with target population 

•  Service: Concentrate on exam tutoring while formalising 
revision days in the summer term in all cities 

Programme Pricing  
•  Consistent pricing; 

and include inflation 
•  End summer discounts 
•  Raise primary prog. 

prices in regions 

Sustainable scaling 
•  Roll-out revision days 
•  Optimise coordinator 

model in regions 
•  Build out central team 

capacity and expertise  

Impact assessment 
•  Continue to evaluate 

impact in secondary  
•  Evaluate impact of 

primary progs. 
•  Test tutor type impact 

Funding model 
•  Grow school income  
•  Diversify funding mix 

towards corporates  
•  Look for partnerships 

that include volunteers 

Tutor retention  
•  Increase outreach to 

retired and corporate  
•  Improve tutor 

experience, e.g. via 
training and networks 
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We want to continue our great progress, aiming to reach 
3,600 pupils (~410 programmes) by 2020-21 

Forecast 

Note:  Number of programmes 2018-19 to 2020-21 does not include revision days; Information available for 240 programmes in 2017-18 as opposed to 243 programmes; Action Tutoring 
expects to enter Nottingham in 2019-20  
Source:  Action Tutoring Income Tracker 
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To achieve this growth we will adhere to the following 
scaling principles 

• Action Tutoring will add new primary and secondary programmes equally, 
while looking to prove its impact at the primary level 

• Action Tutoring will focus on growing both inside and outside London (1.5:1 
ratio), in order to serve the large amount of unmet need that currently exists 

• Action Tutoring will first focus on building out to capacity in current cities, 
and then expand to new cities and satellites to current cities 

• In each city, the focus will be to reach and operate at capacity based on 
current staffing model (new entry, establish presence, build team, etc.) 
-  AT will expand further in a city, and add coordinator headcount, when there is a clear 

future pipeline in terms of programmes to reach the next level of staffing capacity 

• Revision days will be added (1 per coordinator) in the summer to increase 
impact, improve contribution margin, and utilise downtime during school holidays  

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
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Our growth will be focused on cities where we have a strong 
chance of success, and can have a big impact  

Low High 

Low 

High 

Market impact potential   

A
b
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 t
o 
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d

 

Edge of  
Heartland 

Heartland GEOGRAPHIC 
ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK 

Ability to succeed  
Measured by: 

•  Level of competition 
•  Presence and quality of volunteer 

pool  
•  Senior management’s early view on 

ease of entry based on peer 
experience and current knowledge 
on level of interest from schools 

 
Market impact  
Measured by: 

•  Number of unpenetrated 
addressable schools  

Key 
Current cities 
New cities 

  
Note:  Only mainstream schools and academies considered for the analysis (excluded PRUs, special schools and special academies); Ability to succeed score based on Workshop II output 
Source:  “Pupil premium 2017 to 2018: allocations (school level)”, Education and Skills Funding Agency; Action Tutoring schools database 

On Ability to succeed, positions of cities on the chart are based on their 
ranking relative to other cities as opposed to an absolute scale 

Focus for next 3 years  

Sheffield 

Wolverhampton 

Cardiff 

Hull 

Sunderland 

Inner London 
Bristol 

Outer London 

Birmingham 

Plymouth 

Derby 

Liverpool Southampton 

Leicester 

Nottingham 

Coventry 

East Sussex 

Newcastle 
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We will first expand presence in current cities, and then 
move to new cities and satellites 

•  Penetrate deeper in current 
cities: 
-  Grow both primary and secondary 

programmes 
-  Assign summer schools and 

revision days to FTEs 
-  True economies of scale to be 

achieved at “Build Team” and 
“Full Team” models in regions 

Inner London, Birmingham Nottingham Sunderland (near Newcastle) 

Examples: 

•  Launch in prioritised new 
cities: 
-  Assess growth potential based on 

ability to win (e.g. competition, 
volunteer pool) and market 
impact (# addressable schools) 

-  Assign summer schools and 
revision days to FTEs 

-  Add PE only when capacity is 
maintained 

•  Explore potential spokes 
near existing cities: 
-  Scope satellite cities that can be 

served from existing cities based 
on the “hub and spoke” model 

-  Leverage geographic proximity 
and shared volunteer pools to 
jointly serve spoke cities from a 
nearby hub city  

EXPAND IN CURRENT CITIES ENTER NEW CITIES GROW TO SPOKE CITIES 

2018-19 AND 2019-20 2020-21 POST 2020-21 
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We will continue to move towards 50% earned income, 
but will still require additional funding in 2020-21 

654 

FUNDING REQUIREMENT IS EXPECTED TO 
INCREASE BY ~£90K BY 2020-21 

WE WILL LOOK TO DIVERSIFY FUNDING 
TO INCLUDE MORE CORPORATES 

Shifting Action Tutoring’s funding mix towards corporates has potential non-financial advantages (e.g. access 
to employed volunteers, school adoption programmes, and other in-kind donations)   

External funding (£K) 778 
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We have a plan to achieve our 3-year ambition: 
Draft initiatives and activities (1/2) 

Initiatives 
(Initiative lead) 

2018-19 
2019-20 2020-21 

H1 H2 

Programme 
Expansion 

London 
(London 
Director) 

Regions 
(Regional 
Director) 

Programme pricing  
(London Director and  

Regional Director) 

Sustainable 
scaling 

Revision 
days 

(London Dir., 
Regional Dir.) 

Coordinator 
model 

(Regional Dir.) 

Governance 
(CEO) 

Continue to grow primary and secondary programmes 

In-full to current capacity in current cities 

Scope Nottingham 

Expand in Bristol, Newcastle and Birmingham 

Increase primary price in regions 

Remove summer discounts Drive inflationary price increases 

Launch revision days (1 per coordinator) 

Revisit scaling policy in regions Review and improve processes and PE / PC model 

Enter and expand in Nottingham 

Review central team structure and capabilities  

1 

2 

Scope Outer London 
entry 

Scope potential spoke 
cities 

Conduct external board 
review 

Hire COO Hire Marketing  
Coordinator 

Hire Marketing  
Coordinator 

Hire HR  
Officer 
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We have a plan to achieve our 3-year ambition: 
Draft initiatives and activities (2/2) 

Initiatives 
(Initiative lead) 

2018-19 
2019-20 2020-21 

H1 H2 

Impact assessment  
(COO and Data Manager) 

Tutor retention  
(Marketing Manager) 

Funding model 
(CEO and COO) 

Evaluate impact by tutor group 3 

4 

Evaluate impact at primary level 

Scope corporate 
partnerships potential Build corporate partnerships 

Run focus groups to understand tutor  
preferences by group 

Evaluate and improve tutor processes (e.g. training, 
on-boarding, etc.) 

Introduce pre-training 
session bookings 

5 
Evaluate different funding options (e.g. corporates, 

government, etc.) 
Pursue promising funding options (with focus on 

corporate partnerships) and other in-kind support 

Attract tutor groups that have most impact on pupils 

Implement recommendations from formative evaluation and embed quality assurance framework 


